A conservative news site that has published false claims and conspiracy theories about Democratic politicians and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Ownership and Financing

The Horn News is owned by NewMarket Health Publishing, LLC, a private company based in Baltimore, described on its website as a “publishing and supplement company.” It operates natural health news websites including Health Sciences Institute, Healthier Talk, and Natural Health Response, and owns health supplement businesses such as NorthStar Nutritionals and BestHealth Nutritionals.

TheHornNews.com runs advertisements.

Content

The website’s About Us page says, “The Horn News is direct, honest, conservative — and often outspoken. But we’re never dull, and we’re not afraid to take on the mainstream media’s ‘fake news’ spin.”

The site publishes a mix of original reporting and conservative commentary along with stories from The Associated Press, divided into sections such as Politics, National News, Money, International, Health and Lifestyle. Typical headlines of the site include “5 ways Trump could make China pay for coronavirus,” “Hillary Clinton doesn’t want this story out...,” and “Trump bashes Michigan’s Dem governor.”

The site’s homepage hosts a live stream of Red State Talk Radio, a conservative internet radio website.

Credibility

The Horn News has published false and misleading claims, including in articles about the COVID-19 pandemic.

For example, in an April 2020 article headlined, “Obama-funded Wuhan lab developed coronavirus?,” the site said that the coronavirus “may have been
funded by U.S. taxpayers and made in China. New evidence shows that former President Barack Obama doled out millions of U.S. taxpayers’ dollars to the Wuhan lab many insiders blame for sparking the global pandemic — and the funding may have produced the deadly virus.” The article backed this claim by saying the U.S. National Institutes of Health made a $3.7 million grant to the Wuhan Institute of Virology to “test the coronavirus in bats.”

The article misrepresented information about the NIH grant and made false claims about the origins of the COVID-19 virus. According to 2020 fact-checking articles from PolitiFact and USA Today, the Wuhan lab received about $600,000 from NIH through a grant for the EcoHealth Alliance, an organization that researches emerging infectious diseases. The grant was first approved by the Obama administration in 2014 and was reapproved by the Trump administration in 2019, according to USA Today, although NIH terminated the funding in April 2020.

While the research funded by the NIH grant did involve studying coronaviruses in bats and how they can be transferred to humans, there is no evidence that the project “produced” the COVID-19 virus, as the site claimed. A March 2020 study published in the journal Nature Medicine concluded that the virus “is not a laboratory construct or a purposefully manipulated virus.” In an April 2020 statement, the U.S. intelligence community said it “concurs with the wide scientific consensus that the COVID-19 virus was not manmade or genetically modified.”

In a March 2019 article headlined “STUNNING! Obama linked to college bribery scandal (ugly!)” the article claimed without evidence that a 2019 college admissions bribery scandal “reached all the way to former President Barack Obama’s family.” The justification for this claim was that Obama hired Gordon Ernst, a Georgetown University tennis coach accused of taking bribes for helping students gain
admission to the school, as a tennis coach for his family.

Although Ernst did work for the Obamas as a tennis coach, the Obamas were not among the approximately 50 people named or implicated in indictments in the “Varsity Blues” scandal, according to an October 2019 article from PolitiFact.

The site has repeatedly promoted the debunked conspiracy theory that former U.S. President Bill Clinton and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton have orchestrated the deaths of several people deemed to be a threat to them.

For example, in a December 2017 Horn News article that referred to a report on the political aspirations of the Clintons’ daughter, Chelsea, said, “Like the hundreds of body bags surrounding the Clinton family, the timing is too perfect to be a complete coincidence.”

This conspiracy, which dates to the early 1990s, disregards credible reports from law enforcement and medical professionals who have ruled that the cause of death for many of the individuals was suicide.

A July 2017 article titled, “AGAIN!? Clinton witness found dead in “suicide,” falsely stated that a former Haitian government official named Klaus Eberwein died before he was due to testify against the Clinton Foundation.

“His alleged suicide — just one week ahead of his expected testimony against the Foundation’s ‘corruption and malpractice’ in Haiti — has critics of the political family alarmed,” the article stated. The article also misattributed a quote critical of the Clintons to Eberwein, that was taken from a 2016 BBC article, according to a July 2017 story from fact-checking website Snopes.

Eberwein, who had served as director general of Haiti’s economic development agency, was found dead in July 2017 in a Miami-area motel of a self-inflicted gunshot wound, according to the Miami-Dade County medical
examiner’s office. He had been scheduled to appear the day he was found dead before the Haitian Senate’s Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission, which was investigating money that Haiti received from a Venezuelan oil-discount program, according to the Miami Herald. The commission was not investigating former U.S. President Bill Clinton’s foundation and Eberwein had no connection to the Clinton Foundation.

In a November 2017 article headlined, “‘Hillary Clinton is a murderer’ top Democrat confesses!?,” the site ran a poll asking, “Do you believe Hillary Clinton ordered Seth Rich’s murder?” The poll referred to Democratic National Committee staff member Seth Rich’s 2016 shooting death, which Washington police have attributed to a botched robbery. However, conservative and conspiracy news sites have suggested that Rich was killed after leaking DNC emails to WikiLeaks, which publishes troves of confidential documents. The article stated that, “Ever since Rich was gunned down on July 10, 2016, rumors have swirled that he was a victim of the Clinton family’s unscrupulous lust for power.”

Rich’s parents have called theories connecting their son to WikiLeaks “baseless” and said investigators looked at Rich’s personal computer and personal email and did not find any communications with WikiLeaks.

The website has also published speculative stories on other topics, suggesting in October 2018 that witnesses to unexplained lights in the sky near Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, “are raising questions about where they came from -- and if they could possibly be from another planet.” The site shared a YouTube video that came from a UFO conspiracy site.

Because The Horn News has repeatedly promoted false and unsubstantiated claims in its articles and headlines, NewsGuard has determined that the site repeatedly publishes false content, fails to gather and present information responsibly, and does not avoid deceptive headlines.
The site does not post a policy explaining how it corrects errors and NewsGuard could not find any corrections.

NewsGuard did not receive a response to three emails, including one sent in 2020, sent to the site’s general editorial email address seeking comment on the site’s history of publishing false claims and its approach to corrections.

The site’s About Us discloses the site’s conservative orientation. “The Horn News is direct, honest, conservative — and often outspoken,” the page states. “But we’re never dull, and we’re not afraid to take on the mainstream media’s ‘fake news’ spin.” The site does not have a dedicated Opinion section. Its National News section consists largely of content from The Associated Press.

Because The Horn News discloses its conservative perspective and does not include opinion in sections labeled as “news,” NewsGuard has determined that the site does not handle the difference between news and opinion irresponsibly.

Transparency

TheHornNews.com only discloses its ownership by NewMarket Health Publishing, LLC in its copyright notice, Terms & Conditions, and Privacy Policy pages, which does not meet NewsGuard’s standard for a user-friendly disclosure of ownership.

The site’s About Us page identifies the site’s associate publisher and news editor and provides a general email address.

The About Us page also provides short biographies for its editorial staff. Most articles, however, credit either “The Horn editorial team” or say “The Associated Press contributed to this article” at the bottom of the story, without identifying an individual content creator.

Advertisements and sponsored links are clearly distinguished from news content.
NewsGuard did not receive a response to three emails, including one sent in 2020, sent to the site’s general editorial email address seeking comment on the site’s lack of information about ownership and content creators.

History

The Horn News was launched in 2015.

Editor’s Note: This Nutrition Label was updated on May 29, 2020, with new examples of the site’s content. Its rating was changed to reflect NewsGuard’s determination that TheHornNews.com does not handle the difference between news and opinion irresponsibly. The criteria checklist has been updated accordingly.
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